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"The popular idea concerning this 
native divination business is that 
it is wholly and knowingly an impos­
ture. But such an absolute and 
unqualified condemnation is not quite 
in harmony with the facts. A.s far as 
: : -.the actors themselves are concerned ■ 
the whole performance is absolutely . 
bone fide and based as it is upon their 
spiritistic beliefs it is perfectly 
reasonable and natural".
The Zulu Cult of the Dead 
Á iT. Bryant ;'
■ : This is an address given at the AnnualMeeting of 
the Institute for Social Besearch, tJniversity of 
Natal, October 1963. For. facilities and many
kindnesses extended to pe during my research in ' 
Durban and Natal, X a* grateful to the Institute 
and its Director Professor Hilstan Watts. For 
valuable comment on the substance of this paper 
I (uk grateful to Professor Eileen Krige and Mrs. 
H* Sibisi. To Dr. T. Cope and Mr. D. Mzoló X 
am grateful for their examination of the Zulu 
' translations. ■
Since the occasion today ±b an annual ingathering 
of professionals of social research I can be allowed a 
confession in friendly company. My data have never done 
justice to the complexity or resources of my subjectsI 
But then who among us has not felt that, whether or not his 
rules have been proved by his gathered data, he has yet 
netted but a meager portion of the reality that belongs to 
hiásah' existence. Of course we are not novelists recreating 
great chunks of life andpxesenting our materials • as is-" - 
some times said in isomorphism with the reality we have stud- 
■led. . Rather we always work with models in our mind which, , 
though • theyvsimplify the social fabric randomly or by design, 
yet can show us some essentials, give us some sense of -:knoW- - 
ledge that can be counted on in assessing social problems/ 
may even provide us with an uncertain power of prediction.
Still though oiir aethod demendg that ye employ parsimonious 
construct# to standfor a farmore plentiful reality X think 
it a portion of our particular patrianmy as student»- of-/ 
human behaviour to be constantly aware of the tension between 
this parsimony and that plenty, between models and isomorphism. 
We Carry outour trade: ■ if .we carry it out - well - with this-
disparity lively in mind.
One way in which we are aware of unrequi t ement in 
our gathered data arises from the fact that our informants 
are playing a role for us, fulfilling a set of expectations 
which may be peculiar to the social situation we have 
established with them and its particular pressures, suspicions, 
artificiality. We may not be getting to know the real Joe
2.
■. BXamý/i l^lc^ ;:^ií># ..;^êtii'dL»ép. to know thereal
JToe BIow 'ln- ways relevahtto hie behaviour outside the research 
situation. T M s  patent observation has long been of caethodo- 
logical concern ceaselessly increatitpg^ '':-
tectmiques a ^  tobis iditcli will be truer to the mark.- Ve ■ 
;lÍÉ^;.beeny..:-:ns»p-^*fces^ ;^-ísgtv^ ï^ íédiabolical in securing confessions 
■.and’ testimdnf ee :with;uhich ue cain divine the real :state. 'df ;■ the -^ 
society ■ and'.eultU^ inquire*' Vewoik directly '
and indirectly by empathy* > sympathy and sometimes joust gall
■•f^;:;iï®^ '-ónife
ta these problems we have been very 
much enlightened in recent years by the work of the American 
sociologist Brving Goffmann. Goffmann has taken the role 
metaphor not only store literally in the "all society is a 
stage* sense .but he ''.dias;,'*^ withgreater subtietyin : _
discussing the presentatlonofaelf insocial'. situations. - -aev 
brings us to see that viat we ought to be dealing with is . 
society not simply as men existing in structures but asmen 
constantly imdergoing a successionof encounters in which the 
. sirueiures ’ to which: they belong :are necessary but not sufficient 
conditions - for. - understanding their interaction* ;v>i • More than , 
that, Goff maim from his dramaturgical perspective deals insight­
fully with the fact that behaviour cannot, as we have Just said, 
be taken only on face value. Vhat we see trenspiribgon the 
stage/of '■ £ & & '. 'encounter always has * in his words , its backstage 
dimension which must be assessed if we are to be comprehensive " 
in our analysis* -> Men are busy managing the impressions they 
make in encounters with others from both a front stage and 
■'Iwidlbstege-:perejp^ti*e.: \ '.Add these perspectives must inevitably• 
be mutually influential■ if not lib an actual state of tension.
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In fact It Is to ba argued that it is precisely the relation­
ship prevailing between backetage and front at age that is 
crucial in understanding behavioural dynamics. For two 
different kinds of reality are involved. In Goffmarrn' s 
terms participants in social situations feel themselves 
obliged to maintain a definition of situation - sponsor a 
reality - which is mutually acceptable and satisfying. To 
varying - degrees: this front stage reality ' differs from the . 
backstage realities known to tbs various participants. Those 
are sedulously held in abeyance in mutual interaction because 
of their capacity, if introduced, to change and disrupt the 
definition of situation being put forth.
While there is something hyperbolic in Goffmann's 
argument - a too—determined application of a useful but hardly 
liberal metaphor - it is an approach that brings us up with 
new insight to one of the basic phenomenon in tbe anthropology 
of religion; divination, a phenomenon which is otherwise of 
continuing importance in Zulu life. How divination is many 
listings and anthropologists have studied it from many social 
and cultural perspectives,» - • -We; have said less about divixiatioa • 
as a particular type of dramatic encounter whose frame of reference 
is . the- worldview * of non-literate peoples living in relatively • small 
seals communal societies» From my experience in the communal 
societies of Gabon and Natal, I would state that worldview in 
respect to divination in the following way: social relations
have their natural and their supernatural aspect, their 
frontstage and their backstage if you will, and while one 
can commonly carry on in the company of others on a front- 
stage basis alone? one cannot afford to forget all that 
lies behind in the social superstructure. For this social
5superstructure whatever its particular agency - witchcraft, the 
ancestors, chthonic or pantheonic beings - is often dangerously 
intrusive. ./'It is the job of the diviner, when need arises* to 
determine what the relation between structure and superstructure 
ia, What, how and why ithasbecome intrusive and how it can 
bepelegated to its preferred status, lofty proprietorial and 
benevolent. - 'The diviner’s Job is an enabling one. - He must 
provide the information necessary to bring about some kind of 
acconmodation between frontstage and backstage for people to. : 
whom this confrontation is constant - the confrontation between 
the two realities.
This view of the realities of divination is not- sib 
much different from a Goffraannesque view of social realities.
The requirements of social stability presumed in both views are 
the same - stable relationships between frontstage and backstage, 
if;'-there :iS; a-^difference it may lie in a greater unwillingness 
oh the part óf the traditional African, contrasted with the 
Anglo-American And his scene discussed by Goffmann, to accept 
thé convention that the backstage can be held in virtual abeyance 
Because of the belief in witchcraft and because of the difficulty 
of obtaining privacy in communal life the potential intrusiveness 
Of the Packstage is much greater than with the typical Westerner 
described by Goffmann.
Goffmann recognizes the degree to which his analysis 
inay be culture pound, to Anglo-American societies With 
their tendency to live life indoors within carefully 
fixed settings emphasizihgprivacyand excluding every­
one except specifically invited participants to the 
SxicCeaSioA- df, enco.untere; Elsewhere;, Goff*Ahp*i? -: recog­
nizes life miy be conducted more casually, openly and 
subject to interruption. The Presentation of Seif in 
Everyday Life. Gardén City 1959, pg. 2kk.
One may be inclined to argue, of course, that there is 
a very great difference between the social backstage and the 
supernatural with which the diviner is concerned# And yet the 
difference is not so marked as our tendency to set anything 
religious aside might lead us to confirm. For in both cases 
we are dealing with more or less vaguely defined and personalized 
entities who are, in some sense, alter-egos ^  of the personal— 
ities who are playing out their roles in succeeding onstage 
confront&tions. - The social backstage and the supernatural, in 
short, are both the locus of potentialities in human relation­
ships unrealized in what we have before our eyes but clearly 
reflections, if often rather dark reflections of it. Both the 
supernatural of the diviner and the social backstage may be 
referred to as the superstructure!.
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: lj It would be as appropriate, if not too impious, to 
call them altar-egos.
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X would like to apply these distinctions to some of 
tiie materials X have been getting these last three months with 
vMious religious .cults in and around Durban, *■! These cults 
range from the ÉíiiaJdMhÍeni sect of M&lakazi, a group who place 
major emphasis on healing through divination and who are 
carrying on the Zulu cult of the dead insofar as this is a 
Contemporary possibility, to the various Zionist sects who 
enthusiastically precipitate an ecstatic but palpable experience 
out of Christianity and more traditional religious commitments 
held in suspension. 23. The Zionists are well known to us all.
Wé cannot miss them marching in their colorful uniforms on the 
weekendsV On Sunday afternoons in Durban we see them in their
circles 'in many a vacant lot and park. The emphasis in the 
Emakhehleni is upon divination - amont the Zionists on prophecy 
and testimony. Xh both confession is important. X should like 
to consider these phenomena at work in these cults as their 
members are dramatically brought into confrontation with, each 
other end with the social • superstructure - that burdensome 
spiritual reality they at once bring to that worship and recreate 
in its process. . ■
* * * W »»* * ^»'‘ 'V. Miw n iii'i»i|i> i< »,* »r«» '. w . i , i Li nfin iin in w , »m «i.» in , i W ' iiiiiiii h J . iujiiu'im . , »  »■ >  ■n»» . iriri<in. i » i .»n  m m  n«m inn ii« i mi- iV« m i' 
-ij Stossarch was stqpported by the Social Science Research ■ 
Council/*- Aaqerican Council- of Learned Sacieties .
Combined Committee on African Studies. '.The Comparative ' 
Studies Centre at Dartmouth College provided supplementary
fttádSý.^I-aim,'grateful -to-both,./: ;
23 The BmaJchehleni cult is located in Hal aka* i on the south- 
west Durban {ifimiles from the heart of''the
, City)- bn-the.: 'rpad. - tc .r Umbumbulu. ■ ;; The cult was -'founded' 
in the early 1930‘s by John Hfene who was led by vision­
ary experience to abandon his Catholicism in favour of 
a return to the spirits of the ancestors. The cult is 
very eclectic however, and has syncreti2ed both tradition­
al and Christian elements along with some practices of 
the large Indian community in Durban.
8The first question which arises concerns the distinction 
which we in tlie mainstream of western culture-history snake 
axiomatically between the natural and tbe supernatural as two ; 
kinds of reality. We have inherited this quite clear-cut 
distinction from the long struggle between religion and science.
It amounts for most of us, in the conduct of our lives, to an 
institutionalised compartmentalization. The dichotomy is clear. 
We recognize we are dealing with two distinct realms, largely 
autonomous, approached in different styles and explained by 
different logics. We act accordingly. But we should not 
impose our own hard-won distinctions on other cultures. In 
the African cultures with which I am familiar the distinction is 2
2] (continued from previous page).
Hfene led the cult as chief diviner until his death 
in 1964. He has been succeeded byMs fourth 
wife Francis Mfene who now works chiefly with hie 
spirit. The cult probably has a standing member­
ship of some 300. There are semi-independent 
branches of the cult in two townships (Umlazi and 
Kwa Mashu). •"
In respect to the Zionists there are a multitude of 
groups of this persuasion in and around Durban 
ranging from very ephemeral pickup groups that 
meet for no more than several months before disband­
ing to solidly established and institutionalized 
churches of large membership such as the Amanazaretha 
of Isiah and Johannes Galilee Shembe. Our data here 
is drawn from the smaller groups, 15-20 members, 
appealing mainly to domestic servants and labourers 
in Durban itself. An intensive study was made 
of seven small Zionist groups worshipping Sunday 
afternoons on Argyle Road and a much larger group 
meeting Friday nights in Sydenham.
present but it is not. as clear cut. In the Zulu lexicon there 
appears to m y  knowledge no set of terms which makes the distinction 
as explicitly as, for example, the terms empirical and spiritual, 
physical and Metaphysical or, since there is a psychological 
distinction involved, conscious and unconscious. The Zulu 
language makes these or similar distinctions but it does so at 
greater length and in a descriptive rather than a conceptual 
manner. We have such expressions as "indawo yabaphansi",
'indawo yam&dlozi", «indawo ycaaoya” (the realm below, the realm 
of the spirits, the realm of spirit), or we have "okungaphezu 
kwamandla” (that which is above human power), **okungabonakali"
(that which is not visible)."^ In a more intellectual sense we
got "okungaphezu kplwazi lomuntu" (that which is beyond man’s 
understanding). From lexical evidence I think it fair to say 
for the Zulu that the two realms -of the seen and the unseen, the 
realm of the ordinary and the everyday and the realm of the truly 
powerful, the realm of the living and the realm of spirits or 
spirit, are separately apprehended but that the potentiality of 
their interpenetration is much greater and the distinction more 
easily blurred in daily life. This probably tends to be the case
9-
1} It might be argued to equal effect that the distinction 
most accessible to the Zulu is between appearances - 
into ebonakala, the thing which is seen - and realities, 
"the thing as it really is" or "the thing in itself". 
Callaway translates this latter phrase - into e'yona - 
the thing in itself - as reality, "When we say,
’A diviner has not eaten impepho' we speak of reality, 
impepho means true knowledge. " Uma ku t iwa, ' Inyang a
a i dhlanga impepho’ , ku kulunywa ngento e yona, i 
ukwazi impel a”. Bev. Canon Callaway., The Religious
Sáaftm A§ZPi.3?i.r
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with many communal type societies free of the processes of • 
secularisation Sad c©apartmentalization. But if one is to
adapt & dramaturgical perspective towards social interaction 
such distinctions nrust every time be indicated since this . . 
perspective implicates various stages in the presentation of: 
'reality* .
In discussing Zulu religion and the realm of the 
unseen, the reals of power, one remarks two main agencies in 
operation} the ageneyofthe dead and the agency of witchcraft.1-} 
These agencies Say have good or bad influence on the individual, 
the former primarily beneficial and the latter primarily 
deleterious but both ambivalent. In the face of misfortunes or 
conflicts which do not have an easy explanation or solution 
either of these two agencies may be involved, and it is just here 
that the Isangoma diviner, the principle religious functionary 
of the Zulu, is to be consulted. For in her method and out of 
her training and talent she will discover what particular agency 
and whom among dead relatives or ehvibus^Acquaintances is causing
l] These are the main agencies but surely not the only 
ones * The Zulu in former days believed in "vague 
powers", and personifications of natural phenomena, 
such as Nkulunkulu and ‘Heaven* • Krige gives us 
a full discussion pftb®sb. other: supea^nainara^ 
agencies. Eileen J. Krige., The ,Social System,,of: 
the Zulus Pietermaritzburg i$*65, Chapter XIII.
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the particular misfortune or anxiety.
We will not bare enter into the diviner1 a training which 
is lengthy, laborious and full of psychosomatic trials (pf.. Krige, 
1965 3b2-5p4)^ This initiation - the, 1,ukutlnraaa,t orcoming. into 
stable possession ofthe spirits or spirit that are troubling bar - 
teaches us that one does not offer or succeed in providing a 
bridge ;between the seen and the'' unseen, between structure and-. 
superstructure with impunity. It is not given to those with *
Diviners among the Zulu go under a number of names, . 
The generic ter® for religious specialist is "inyanga" 
(skilled one) and it may be applied to both a herbalist 
(native doctor) and a diviner though in my experience 
it whs applied primarily to the foiror. Diviners go 
primarily imder two names; "isairusi” (smeller out)
«hd ” isangoma" Krige 1965 -*299. Bryant gives us thë
name "umngania" (Bryant A.T. "Tfoe Zulu Cult of the 
Dead11. Man. Vol. XVII Wo. 95 Pg. l4l). The name 
"iKangcuaa" Was used primarily in my presence.
Diviners work by a number of methods ; by throwing of 
bones, by the use of divining rods {said not to be 
.indigenous), by the interpretation of the whistling 
sounds made by the spirits or simply toy working within 
their own heads in which they bring forth the message 
brought secretly toy the spirits. Thus we have two 
kinds of diviners, as Bryant pointed out (1917? 1^3); 
those that divine by device and those that divine by 
intuition. Callaway makes the distinction between 
ordinary diviners — inyanga yokubula - and those that 
divine by familiar spirits - inyanga yemxdlozi. The 
latter, he implies though of recent origin is of 
much greater effect (1870: 323—327)• The diviners 
with which X am most familiar are head and therefore 
intuition diviners working With familiar spirits.
The emphasis upon the head in discussing these diviners is appropriate since one of the main ‘Objects, of initiation was to produce in them a soft head" 
susceptible-': of-vpeúétinÍión, by 'the spirit.(Callaway 1870: 264). f
ordinary mental health to gain insight into the two realms of 
existence. Thé diviner * strade is clearly a calling in the 
sense that the voluntary element in becoming a diviner is almost 
always subverted hy the oppressive feeling that one fe called, 
in fact driven by the spirits of the dead to become a diviner, 
and that sickness and misery are One's lot until one accedes 
to their command and passes through an ardous initiation into 
their service. The confidence Zulus have in their diviners 
rests Oh the conviction that they are assisted hy the spirits 
and this conviction is confirmed in the torment the spirits 
inflict on those they have called* ^
Once the diviner has come to terms with her own 
backstage, with that superstructure which has been giving her 
such psychosomatic problems and which she interprets as the 
realm of the spirits, she is prepared to confront her clients 
and, in effect, go backstage with them* To understand this 
we must examine those dramatic events which constitute the 
dynamics of consultation. For both p&rtiés there is some 
tension in the air compounded of the uncertainties of their 
encounter. The client cosies with some trepidation at what may 
be revealed while the diviner is, for her part, challenged to 
expose the backstage existence of her clients which cannot be 
very well known. ' One does not, preferably, tell the diviner 
as one would a doctor all the particulars of personal history 
that have brought you to his chambers in anxiety and misfortune. 
You expect as a demonstration of her powers to be told these
l] A sophisticated theory of mental illness is bound up 
in the Zulu notion of spirit affliction. It is 
discussed by A.F.C. Wallace "Mental Illness.. Biology 
and Culture" in Psychological Anthropology F.L.K. 
Hsu. ed. Homewood III. 1?63 pgs. 281 - 283.
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by í 3m  diviner. I go to hear from the diviner and 
hr -iéilh.'sie ':the$ ■ wJMnh - ;i«- troubling me - *!ng£sayokuzwa • 
♦aangoraeni, uyangi t she la okunglhluphayo " , 1-'
The common phrase for divination is "ukubula" whose 
sidpsdXicamee. may be tied in with, the method bf affirming the . 
diyinatlon fey striking with a stick against the ground, A 
mere-reveaii^ . if also of older and less widespread
usage is "ukushaya umhlahlo" * to beat or clap out in 
oérteï^ tabien with a diviner, .: "Bmhlahlo" is' derived from the 
verb "hlehla" ; - to chop up, cut up into pieces and by metaphoric
1] Gallasaý’s phr&se is "men go to the Diviner that he 
may tell theft what they wish to know", He translates 
rather freely from "Ba tiabantu bayabula enyangeni
v U y -i ba tshele". (Callaway 189Q: 313). Callaway
makes clear in hi® recordingofa number of different 
sessions of consultation that the onus for disclosing 
the . ajbfair: at hand -rests on ' the ' diviner whose. stock: - - 
phrase in beginning and conducting the divination is 
"Ake hgi Swe", let me Just understand. Hespeaks
this to the dead who are helping him to divine for 
his clients are mute ~ baystula.
2] fhis explanation was given to me by one informant and 
corroborated by several others. Mrs, H. Sibisi whose 
Study of divination has been intensive suggests that 
the "breaking into pieces” interpretation is not an 
active association for "ukushaya Whlahlo" in the 
minds' of most Zulu, though Yilakasi and Dbke give 
this as one of the main meanings of "hlahla".
Evident l ywe are dealing her© with a dying metaphor 
UBderStood simply in its extended sense without 
accompaniment of its original meaning. In any case 
Mrs. Sibisi points out that though sometimes "tsnhlahlo" 
and "bold" ape used int erchangeabiy for any kind of 
divination, "ukush&ya Umhlahlo" traditionally applied to 
group consultation of a diviner on the part of a troubled 
kraal th© roots of whose social conflict demanded 
-divination, -
j ■ /; ;V '
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extension to clear up or divine a matter by dividing it into 
its parts. Just so the diviner must often confirm his powers 
by breaking the life history of his clients into pieces and 
examining those pieces most relevant to the consultation. I 
have seen this done to sophisticated Africans, to their constern­
ation for they can see no way that the information disclosed 
about themselves Could have been previously known to the 
diviner. Divinations in respect to myself have been in some 
particulars wrong but in respect to occurences with my family, 
at the time on another continent, later proved approximately 
correct. I do not undertake to explain this phenomenon here 
by considering what the probabilities are that I was encountering 
significant powers of divination. What can be shown X think is 
that despite the uncertainties involved in the encounter between 
the diviner and the client, they are both anxious to maintain 
the definition of situation so that the performance should not 
break down befóre ita intended effects have been realised.
In my own case I found myself anxious to put a personally satis­
fying interpretation on highly ambiguous statements offered to 
me by the diviner.
Xn one way or another, then, the diviner is first 
obliged to move from appearances, the frontatage of the divining 
situation, to realities, the backstage of the client’s affairs•
It is understood that he does this with the aid of the spirits who 
know all. But, except in the case of the whistling diviners, the 
client must take the presence of the spirit for granted and thus 
the burden remains upon the diviner to demonstrate his spirit 
sanctioned powers by going backstage in a convincing manner
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for Her client. ^  It is just here that we note the mechanism 
that greatly eases the diviner's task and which is of real 
importance in maintaining the definition of situation - maintain­
ing the belief, which may well be a fiction, that quite abnormal 
powers are in operation and that quite exceptional penetration 
is being made into the supers true tural affairs of the client.
This is the custom of agreeing - "ukuwuna". One is obliged to 
agree to the diviner's direction taking, in case of hidden 
articles, or to his pronouncements as to the hidden portions of 
his clients lives. The closer the diviner comes to the truth 
the louder one claps or beats the ground with a stick saying 
"siyavuma", we agree, and the further he departs the more 
dispirited is the intonation of this stock response! J
In this way the diviner is helped in his task. One of 
Rev. Callaway’s informants, who appears to be one of his converts, 
was skeptical in respect to divination because of this custom.
I$e' says "the diviner simply tells back to the people the truth 
which he first took from them. If, as regards that which is 
first done by the diviner we put all together we shall say it is 
the people who divine, for the diviner does not begin with anything 
that he has not heard from the people who come to ’divine."(1870:3 2 3).
There are other ways that the diviner can demonstrate her 
power. One of the favourite is to rapidly discover coins 
or other objects hidden from her. This method is 
primarily used, however, to test the growing powers of 
apprentice diviners.
Various methods of agreeing are employed. One may also 
say, for example, hear, hear.. "Yizwá, yizwa".
1]
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But tills Is an overstatement, for Callaway's data elsewhere 
and my own experience confirm that the dramatic thread of 
divination is very delicate. The diviner, on the one hand, 
can place so much reliance on the "agreement" of his clients 
and make so many false starts with which they cannot agree 
that he quickly disabuses them of his powers and the seance 
cannot go on. Callaway discusses just such a diviner with 
whom the clients fall out despite the number of gall bladders 
in his hair testifying to his prowess. On the other hand 
clients can be so clumsy and unperceptive in their "agreement" 
that the diviners can have no clue to go on and the divination 
must break down. Again Callaway gives us an instance of just 
such an affair where the clients beat the ground and agreed 
vigorously with everything the diviner said until at last he 
was led to say in exasperation; "I see you don't know how 
to enquire of a diviner". (18 70*328).
The ideal among the Zulu may be stated in this way; 
"that the diviner should tell me things which I know without 
having asked any question". (Callaway, 1870: 228 ). But 
observation confirms that in the drama of divination there is 
an active co-operation between the two parties; the one shrewdly 
probes behind appearances so as not to offend credulity, the 
other party agrees to the appropriate probes in. such a way as 
to facilitate access to the backstage, the putative reality to be 
disclosed in dramatic confrontation. It is a deep but important 
question as to why this co-operation should take place and why 
the definition of situation should be the product of a mutual 
effort. The diviner's vested interest in a successful drama
seems clear enough. But what about the client’s readiness to 
abet the processes of divulgation. Oiie might only suggest that
17
in the face of whatever extremities in his affairs it is not 
skepticism which brings client to diviner. The client is 
hopeful to the point of co-operation in the production of the 
diviner's power and knowledge that such forces exist to relieve 
his anxieties and to tie together frontstage and backstage, 
structure and superstructure. There is in the client if not 
in the diviner a willing suspension of disbelief - a suspension 
characteristic of social life itself but more clearly seen 
perhaps in the drama of divination. It may be asked how one 
can speak of a desire to maintain dramatic definition of 
situation when the object of the drama is its own backstage.
But the object of a drama lies in its production of an 
intelligence applicable beyond itself. The only requirement 
is that the drama should not break down before the epiphanies 
are achieved. That such a dramatic production as divination 
is not easily brought off, however, is evidenced by the 
considerable amount of shopping around by clients for suitable 
diviners,
The first stage of divination, then, consists in the 
demonstration of the diviner's powers to the client, with the 
latter's co-operation. Having legitimated himself in this way 
the diviner may now undertake the solution of the particular 
problem which has initiated the consultation. ^  He may
1} In view of the fact that the diviner was the chief 
religious functionary a vast range of problems were 
presented to him ranging from lost animals to witchcraft 
suspicions. Personal problems, impotency, marriage 
strife, anxiety dreams, bad luck, failure to find work, 
failure to make money, were some of the principle problems 
presented to the diviners in the modem syncretist cults 
around Durban, Since the diviner himself has conquered 
the ill-health imposed upon him by the spirits he is 
expected to be particularly knowledgable in such matters - 
and may be consulted as freely as the herbalist.
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undertake to account foy wbat lias gone wrong in bis client’s 
life by/mfemncë.-.to ■•tlii^e^acketa^;. f&etorsunkaown to the 
client himself. Jút -;1|É;clitót already in theewingof agreeing 
and impressed with ^ the demonstrated competence of the diviner ' 
will continue to clap or strike the ground thus supporting the 
diviner ' and c ©evincing himself: in the prescribed manner.
Callaway discusses this transition in the following maimer 
(1870; 325).
"Having succeeded thus far he now begins- to 
speak also about things with which they are 
not acquainted, knowing that they will now 
believe in the things he says though they 
are'- net acquainted/-'With- them, but because 
he has satisfied them by the. truths he 
spoke at first. They will not despise 
any of his Words but all he says will be 
true in their eyes”.
Divination as described by Callaway and divination 
as experienced in the reserves outside Durban almost a century 
later gives evidence of remaikably little change. It is true 
that Callaway1» informants were already in 1870 complaining 
that diviner» were no longer as powerful and 'aé; penetrating. as 
in the former days, (187O; 3^) and this continues to be a common 
complaint. But in most particulars, seances reported by 
Callaway could easily find their counterpart in the present day 
Jfyusva Reserve (Valley of a Thousand Sills) outside Durban. 
Recent research testifies ta the centinylng vitality of the
1 ] J.V. van Nieuwenhuijsen "The Witch-Doctor Institution 
in a Zulu Tribe" T&ff,. VM&gy
pgs. 16—23. It is the " inyahga" father than the . 
"isangoma" who ha» suffered from the coming of modem 
medical practice to the reserve but he so often is 
the case in Africa the inyanga’s claims are protected 
by the notion of European and African diseases.
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diviner’s role and its function both in respect to traditional 
anxieties and to those brought by such modem conditions as 
labour migration and high population density. The social 
superstructure in short remains as incompatible and as 
intrusive as ever and as much in need of* accommodation with 
the everyday through divination.
In til® mo dem religious, cult» »re«t«<i byr the Zulu -»*» 
ax® witness to change» ia the nature urt »«-*4»m. ^nwji. shifts, ’
irltfch i w® ujLIX pcw ^gJiiBla®," -
tb® f i r s t  iis p o r^ ^  <wrp^®i* X® ■f'*®* dirinhticm  ;
(wuln*bulft,‘) to prophecy ^t®
in tfc® urban co»t*rtuB4«rt*kimg «fgfftiinticipat® f u t « m  events, 
whether pmsm&mX. or f«ii lt»i or even wore general such.»® the 
cuteoao» ^  hor»e rac®* 4^ ;.; etat»,.'- ''-310,, 
*boh: suïticiputiaB ®f .,s**a*t»; speaking,
diyixtlng+'vV of the Zulu hart®, áPeít
th®' t»ée<ê ' to take '«1^:^  £t ■ appear*: ;■ that Sairfy
would^b® divi»®ra Xiving no«ud»T» ui3b<i®r tb® rapidly changing ',
«ósiaí&tio^ thSy «us t lay;-:bíéijá to tfci»;
r*il diOOOt®**. ±965} all claim to hsr*» feroeast it
i» Boancoa ItSHSuVUtely paranrioua» • Xn traditional «ocisty a . 
r®i^t±ir®iy i*w^tftiW-: 'osaapMStty Xiffr. iotd 
events, . although
't^0(as^;4it ^éiioentii about ;'to: «abarit for '-won by. dóeiafiBg'. the, 
occasion propitious, And of cour»« divination iasplie* future 
d i ^ i e u i ^ o » ^ ; u ^ ® * e - ó i j B « n É f c C ï i . e r s  are appeased 
or pxppítiMtPd' wá&ï ■ post facto, : ©ato ' plain pmseienee
by m f erring wfcat aotxmlly happens t o the ■•fceíto'- Of ths^Ora^pinai 
ÉfVÍÍUrtÍO*í:: íbf:
that it ia sow part of th® SlMOcale^nd to .Ibolc:.; bask; 
on hin a» V . greet- prophet;, '•"'. He anticipated ï^éÉ&e:’
Europeans for be foretold tbé coming of swallow® t*bo would 
build houaes of d a y  and conquer the laiid. Such prophetic
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predictions were aiso, of course, explicit in the Xhosa 
cattle-killing cult* ."-.but ip both these cases we are dealing 
with one stage or another of the conflict of cultures in which 
the different claims made by cultures in conflict on history 
encourages prophecy - divulgation of the course events will 
actually take, Prophecy may be seen as the product of intense 
culture contact and resultant rapid change in which cultures 
find their future at stake. Uhile diviners, particularly in 
the present day, also act as prophets and while the distinction 
between divination and prophecy is often lost in common parlance, 
the two functions should not be confused. . Divination is the 
divulgation of hidden, superstructural, realities. Prophecy 
is prescience of things to come. Increasing emphasis upon 
this latter capacity in Zulu affairs explains the need for the 
loanword - ukUprofeta - in the language.
Of greater interest to Us is the relation of divination 
and confession. If we will recollect the importance of ’’agreeing", 
,'ukuvumaM, to the divination process, we will be struck by the 
fact that this vefb has been taken over, usually in the'Christian 
context, to mean confession - "ukuvuma izono" {the confession 
of sins). In the sense in which we understand confession in
the Christian context, that is a voluntary presentation to 
another of one’s transgressions and shortcomings, the Zulu verb 
"vuma" is misapplied»^ For "vuma” implies not voluntary l]
l] In the legal sense, of course, this notion of
agreeing, admitting or acknowledging is appropriately 
applied in the modern centext of the accused standing 
before his accusers who articulate his infractions in 
an effort to obtain his confession.
CitoTwian of sins but ;.*?■;
those >$a0^ V £ j ^  eneugbsins, «MHuced s^iust
one by the ‘diviner '~. agreement '-to the justice Of bi4 ^*trito«tib»s. 
The actiyë) party'. in thfcr confessional: is not tie priest. But 
in the drama of divination on the contrary the active party is 
tfce divi*»*.^: :édT- '|EW5rtai^;íiij^; in t o ©
distinction.
■ I Would suggest .Am. fact that the concept of confession 
aa understood in Abe Chaist Aon,•’context, tJaat is ao á •
ptotitfeeútiaí:'offering 'up- of' ó»® *^ b«plaBta«e. faAlAp^ ■
entirely a new notion is, 'an. increasi^ly i^levent ©hé. . Xt m y  
he mentioned that outside the divination experience there were 
ether :p^*dtáre» in Zulu life tlnit aipte«ijtaate to ■confession. 
foappg these is ” sfawelexa" or the expression of regret and 
begging - of pardon to concerned relative» and through .them to 
the ancestors. "Sfewelexa" w á s f  orthcoming in cases of when, 
for example , h ' pregnant :;W©w*n. - at tens was experiencing a 
dif^httit. delivery. "- ' .this' difficulty .might best beehsedby 
confessing any sins which could possibly fee causing ft and 
offending the ancestors. But then the diffieultymust first 
arise which is subsequently coercive to confession. And, in 
fact, «any occasions in which w© seem to t e  getting spontaneous 
confession among the Zulu would under closer study be revealed 
as a f  o n  of • competitive self-^prai sing- in which theindiyidual 
recites the evils of idiicb he stands accused by the. community
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i] An exception to, this generalization wouldbe the 
"©•bays uateiahio* in which, asmentiohed, a group 
of contestants, • accused and accusers ,. go. before the 
diviner; to present their dispute.,:. The active party 
in this ;■ .ea^ pna^y'feec^
than the diviner.
only to refute them in the process of his recitation. 1-J
The importance of confession is strongly emphasized 
by the people of Amakhehleni as well as by the various Zionist 
groups. One might well expect this from the Catholic origins 
of the first and the fundamentalist and pentacostal origins of 
the second. I would like now to consider the importance of 
confession to these contemporary cults. The notion of 
confession, with them, is closely tied up, as it always has been 
among the Zulu, with the notion of purification, "ukuhlanza", 
washing clean, ceremonial cleansing, which is also a synonym 
for confessing.*1 2-! As a matter of fact among the Zionists I 
have been working with in Argyle Road the now accepted word 
"vuma", is resisted and a person confessing is said to be 
purifying himself, "ukuhlambuluka" , or more strongly yet, 
"ukuphila", surviving, , For if men didn’t confess periodically 
their accumulating sins - often called in these cults frailties 
or shortcomings, ‘’amaphutu”, - they would die. It is put as 
strongly as that. The whole notion of purification in these
23.
1] Mrs. H, Sibisi points out that at both Nomkhubulwana 
arid Omula ceremonies women praise themselves by 
directly referring to gossip bruited about concerning 
them. One woman sang "Bathi Ngiwugegevana, Oludla 
abantabalo”; "It is said I am a greedy glutton who 
even eats her own children". This woman’s first two 
babies were stillborn hence the gossip concerning her. 
But she later bore three more alive and thus was able 
to compose the above song.
2] Krige discusses another form of ceremonial cleansing, 
ukutheleiana amanzi, which implicates "confession"
of that which angered one against one’s relatives. 
(1965: 59).
cults is consequently tied 1» with tamditian&T Zulu notions of 
keeping the physical body,' free: of the cLarkcloud of :spiritual 
contamination, and by so doing guaranteeing "isithunxi’1 
dignified and - impressive- presence aiwihg .one *«, fellows which • is 
a guarantee of desirable social goods.
The Amakhehletii cult recommends to it s  members daily 
confessional ablutions upon artaing. ^ l^^ mpepha'' - frankincense 
as they call it #• is scattered in the for® of a cross at the 
bottoffl of a bastti and boiling water poured into it. J Then 
covering oneself with a towel One confesses one's .daily-or 
nocturnal sxes inthesteamuntil the -water is- cool enough to 
bathe'.i».;:.v- Ih./the- ZiOhist cults there is an insistence that 
before services members confess th e ir sins, to each other two 
by two». In  some groups immediately after the opening song and 
before tte prayiag it tongues, or blending into it, members 
mumble their sine ontloud in a eacaphony of contrition. The 
sins confessed in this way are rarely of much consequence or '
. of airy very flaming shade * .. As of ten as ■ not .they are statements 
of disputes and vinsniLta';áhdiC'h ;^hsre.-: reeently .arisen in the social 
relations of the individual and which are presented with something 
of a self—exonerating air. Óocasiohallý we get spontaneous 
confession in service of the most personal anxieties of a 
troubled, member.
éMne ‘eéw'iiin |.iWi»ï>Krt liliij'W t f - W ■ nas^ i»» «W»  ■■ ■' ■ .
1] The. ifl^rteane.vof';i ^ ^  to-Zulhproéedhal^^.^ftf '■ 
divination and indeed to Zulu religion generally 
is extensively detailed by Callaway (l8?G: 261 
a**d 322). Impepho of the several kinds are 
eganipreeest in Am&khehleni.
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As ¥e study these cults we see that though they pay 
great lip-service to the power of confession the phenomenon 
is not full-fledged. There is a hesitance on the part of 
members to confess and an unwillingness on the part of cult 
leaders to depend on confession alone to tie together the two 
realms of existence. In the Amakhehleni cult, thereforef the 
truly effective confession still must take place in the presence 
of one of the cult leaders (either the wife or daughter of the 
cult founder or an assistant) who, reminiscent of the traditional 
role of the diviner, probes and exposes in the company of the 
confessant 'until the two collaborating together lay bare all 
the pieces of the life. The confessant "agrees" as much as 
he confesses. In this cult purification and atonement with 
the ancestors is still mainly guaranteed by the sacrifice of 
animals and by the washing down with the bile, stomach fluids 
and stomach fats of these animals.
In the Zionist cults the pastor - "mfundisi" - relies 
on what he usually calls his powers of prophecy, to detect 
unconfessed sins in the membership ánd to call for their proper 
confession. It is not unusual in the midst of services for 
the cult leader to suddenly stop in the grip of the Holy Spirit. 
It is bringing him the intelligence of sins in the membership, 
which are burdening the service. Many of these Zionist leaders 
identify, as the chief capability given to them by their powers 
of prophecy, the ability to see into the affairs of their members 
and detect sins that would act to thwart the incorporation of
ze
the Holy Spirit. This claim Is not so much different from 
that made by the diviner. ;; In Zionism, ot Course, the 
chief mechanism of purification rawsima the laying on of 
hands, bywfcieh the evil spirit (*umoya OBtubi*); or spirits 
(as many as five or six different agencies of erii:=áteý:-i>e 
named) which Have motivated elm ar» drives out of tbs body,
Water baptism is the ether, mechanism of purification and we 
have discussed above its traditional root». In sum, what we - 
have in the ideal culture of these cults is emphasis upon ,. 
v confession, while in the real culture .'very little spontaneous . 
revelation Of backstage inadequacies and incompatibilities .
' takes place. If our point of comparison Is traditional " 
divination we note a definite• shift-towards confeesion, but in' _ 
studying the phenomenon itself we note a cultural lag between 
what is said and what is done. ■ ■ ■'V*' will examine the implication 
of these facts in the conclusion.
We have included the word testimony in our title and 
we asset mention this before we ley. out. our conclusions because 
’*#*timonles, that device capitaliaed tqp«m by Protestant 
fundamentalism. to changSthe abject quality of confession into 
the exaltation of spiritual' reunion, have become an important 
feature of Zionism where they■ are often more important than the 
sermon. ; The intriguing thing about testimonies, it .seems, " is 
that. one can confess one's shortcomings In/,* very■/ didactic way,'/- 
one can, in short, be highly moral about «me1 e iamaorality, for
.-|.m í» i. » . iii I . .< .  i im  hi . « i . h ii  w in,  I m  I in U l ii -W  wiI..»»ii« .»w iw> '» i (»>» I m i n i . . jm iMiiiiii i.1 . . - . hi.  .
1] TJ^rw ire- iaaq»rt«nt
Zionist pastors.operate ssalthemethod of diviners.
They themselves, however, most forcefully eschew;any 
identification /with' the traditional diviner and •' 
divination. Such things appear to them diabolical.
one is testifying to how One was saved from one's errors.
What appeals to the* Zulu Zionist in the testimony X think is 
that therein confession can be combined with eloquence. What 
bothers him about public confession, I think, is that unless 
forced upon one by the ancestors or undertaken in an ecstatic 
state it smacks too much of egocentrism - a  dangerous manifesta­
tion in communal societies. . One must also note the compatibil­
ity between the self-exalting style of these modern testimonies 
and the more traditional institutionalized self-praising we 
have previously mentioned. Xn testimonies in any case one can 
confess at the same time submerging and exonerating the bald 
fact of confession in the attractions of eloquent language. 
Dramatization eases the, pain the individual has in presenting 
his backstage. A number of Zionist leaders I have worked with, 
however, express impatience with a testimony that has too much 
of a confessional quality and fails to eloquently elaborate in 
an interesting way on the biblical text which they hold to be 
its primary responsibility. One may be permitted to be 
eloquent about sin. For them it is too much to be eloquent 
about one's own sin.
I have been raisin* questions iter© of etlmogra.phic 
istribSey think-*'- of: ia^^sAoéi i n  aasthrojwlogiSts* But
for those of you without the cross cultural animus and without 
aninterest . in African cultures what hits been., atiej&pted here 
stay well appear a reetmaiseance of unrelieved tedium. / tot , 
ate • try again and see 'if Ican't give these Batters in conclusion 
a store general application. , Ve fceganby trying to |it a more 
cotsprehenaive • View of 'vSocial reality. by referring to its . .v 
frontstage-backstags Character and the ©mpfa&ssi s in social life: ■ 
upon maintaining the definition of situation. We suggested 
a similarity 'between the responsibilities■. the social - researcher 
to take into account the tension between the fronts tage and-, 
backstage of his informants and the responsibilities of the 
diviner to tie together the threads linking the seen and the 
unseen world. Both have';& responsibility as we stated it 
towards superstructure. Bath should have the tools to get 
at; .that supers true tune if they are - to "Satisfy the pretentions 
of their So-sw^-forda^^
Some." harrow distinct ions stand put in our discussion,
I Say narrow distinction becausethe difference between 
confession and divination does not admit of the polarisation 
which fór simplicity1 8 sake analysis aright tend to impose.
When ve er&aine divination closely we find the client himself 
leaking a substantial'©bntribut ion to ,this dtnwatic confrontation 
through his active agreement enabling the diviner to define the 
situation as: oÉ*r.;i%'wt&©h/ the pertinent sigjetwtroscture is being 
effectively' revealed, -He is actor and partner to the whole
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performance. Tile technique is such, however, that the diviner 
seems the active party in the drama, eliciting "agreement" and 
Creating the illusion that he and he alone is the "deus ex 
machine". To all appearances the revelation of backstage 
seems entirely his responsibility. Latterly due to the 
importance of the institution of confession in the Catholic and 
fundamentalist Christian churches vhich have had strong influence 
on the cults discussed here, an emphasis upon confession has 
become pervasive in the ideal culture of these cults. This 
emphasis if put into practice would mean a shift from the 
divulgation of backstage events, seemingly as the responsibility 
of another (traditionally the diviner), to the divulgation of 
backstage events as the responsibility of the self. . I n  fact 
there is a lag in realizing the ideal emphasis upon confession 
in these cults. For One thing the Zulu have not lost their 
faith in diviners. It is easy to show hew resistant diviners 
are to replacement by western style doctors because 1. they 
deal with matters beyond or complementary to the competence 
of doctors, 2. they exploit a realm of power not appropriated, 
as the forces of everyday life have been, by the European, and 
3. their method has a convincing mystery even to the sophisticated 
Only those with a very strong pragmatic bias can resist the 
cultivation(£ the mysterious. Divination, in short, is 
apparently a more intriguing and. more dramatic way of bringing 
forth the backstage than confession whose voluntary insights, 
if they are at all meaningful, are likely to be barren and 
burdensome when projected into the void. Of course even in 
confession there is a social situation and a "persona" who acts 
as catalyst for the bringing forth. But from the point of 
view of traditional divination the staging of most Christian 
confession must seem barren indeed.
Jfeeertbel**». efcatever effect ít; ,-ie ■ fcavin*/ «n;- real ■ 
cul tare the ideal eaphaeis asaong Zulu Zionists' wad apifi*/'':.' 
«^tiefc* ' neeponds * £  only : .
ÍSÍHtf pre«»Wr*S ;i^t:.1?e clMkh^es ;i n  «H»ÓÍ*1 lif*. A*
chared ±t becóaee ;ïiiier«$^:'?
' -ÍKhfMiNv .^ Ër^ bGjMÍpá^ :? ^
kinds a f l i v e »  i nt o:' ' •/■-.□£&’í , •.-••
. ; Í f i | w im m w m - d f - l l v e e : . of . ai l i seaber * 
■■eaêeHfoi^ easier -tine. divining- ~ in
ýs*pl»hiii ties:;■ iaa tatosar life ; ©frhiir divining suceestsivdly ;tfee. ■ 
bád£»t4MS»:: Of-lxi#- patÍentSÍ» reduced. ¥« may sujjposethát ’
this, i» part, accounts for as iaaveaaisig ewpbaaxs upon th* 
individt»!*» pocf easing M »  m m  probla». The contitmlng •
'df' ■ divM*<dde*, ■ band,>
ïviAm±. of the substantial similarity of lives and problem* «f 
the- iovnship - iUhr&cssí ■ «aé- the•; iiaitsd - nMribér of roles he 'imfcï
■\x;%0-: the Afrícán urheuiaésy ; comes i& fTvm thereserve, 
Principle deprivation* «adalntistiea he face» is 
fed* removal, from; the extended "..family; which has tradi t io nally
in attéb a total way. I t i s e e l i  known 
tfe*i:. uarbanixation, modernisation, acts; to iadividualix © the 
African just as it act» to individualize W  all. Vhat these 
I have twee» studying do, perhaps •:above ' all-; ■•else, 
is to re-incorporate their members - de-eelr then as Sistoel 
palled it; - • into • #»> éhtity larger than themselves *, ;;'/;^ r. taBie': 
roason i»;,áán: refer-to’ a» 'ihtereitt^t^extejaded;: families.
.H P ii.iliiii.,  ' I I:iiin!iiI ■ Wim.-,« iímí:i'.-y n  >. ii.r t 'iM>i« i .i■itm m ~i 11(,.«■ w . ,;. . ý i . i.m ,>i. ,%i , . in. w .i. i -  . » r .,r' ■; . .
1] Ouar disciissioh applies td tlie tcwnship proletariet and 
does not apply to the Ái^can H^klÍê class ého offer •;.' 
very different probleaas.
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Part and parcel of this de-individualization is to render up 
to one's fellow members those portions of oneself, those secrets 
if you will, which are unknown to them. For, to use Simmel 
again, the secret is a first rate element ofindividualization.
The conditions of associations! societies permit, indeed, 
produce secrecy, or large areas of backstageness, in the relations 
of individuals just as life in small groups makes the preservation 
of r secrets dif^eult because of the frequency and intimacy of 
contact. The secret in other words is the sign of differentia­
tion. If one is seeking to return to the commonality of the 
ext elided family the first thing one must do is give up one's 
secrets - bring those one would relate to backstage. Hence 
the emphasis upon confession in these groups. It is really 
an emphasis upon de-selfing — on recapturing what is felt to 
be the commonality of life in tbe extended family. Confession 
guarantees a return to communal life just as divination reinforces 
a primary condition of that life - the condition being that as 
much of that life S6 possible be lived frontstage and that 
otherwise stable and publicly known relationships be established 
With the, aupeystttihtufe. ;r;
X want to make one final point again, wholly rhetorical. 
We have long used in anthropo 1 ogy for pedagogic purposes the 
die tine tionbetweensbsme and guilt cultures. The former, it 
is commonly said, are cultures in which sanctions are largely 
external and fear or desire of social reaction is the main 
controlling factor in behaviour. Guilt cultures are those in 
which the values and norms are so internalised that the primary .
1locus of punishment in transgression® is the seif and not 
society. _ David Riesman's distinction between inner and 
otber directed societies cuts in a similar fashion and 1 want 
to suggest so does the distinction between societies in which 
divination is primary as apposed to societies in which 
confession is primary. When we use such great categories 
as these we cannot m a n  to imply that there ever was a 
society that operated exclusively in one mode or another only 
that it may be illuminating in thinking about society to 
establish what the dominant mode in the encounters of individuals 
in that society is. Must they be shamed in their interactions 
or are they ever ready to feel guilt? .Are they essentially 
inner or other directed? Do they expect to have their 
condition divined by others or are they ever ready to confess 
their shortcomings and search for atonement?
Since a good deal of oúr concern in social research 
involves questionnaire Schedules I would simply propose that 
questions asked in a guilt culture are likely to provoke a 
different response than those asked in a shame culture.
. Perhaps it is useful when v* set our schedules., to ask whether 
this is divination, or whether we hope for confession or just 
testimony ~ standardised releases of stereotyped emotion and 
sentiment which tell us little about the real springs of action. 
Prom the point of view of social research South Africa offers a
l ] - T h e  analytic inadequacy of the external-internal 
criteria has been thoroughly exposed by Milton 
Singer and I make no more than a heuristic association 
of -these two - Categories of culture and the categories' 
of ’divinatictji' and; coitfessio» ,ii»ich have concerned us 
hare. Cf.: éeifcari Piers and Milton B. Singer
S & g & J M g L S & U l  Springfield 1953 pgs. k5 - 5*.
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rich, spectrum of different cultures. Which are the guilt 
cultures and which are the shame cultures? Who are those ever 
ready to confess their tensions, their incompatibility with the 
backstage and who await for circumstances to demonstrate it to 
them?
As for us Americans some argue that we have moved 
from the guilt culture of our puritan forebears to the shame 
culture of the business ethic. We have given up our engaging 
propensity to confess our shortcomings and our grosser capacity 
to testify to the American way of life. Perhaps we have 
returned to a kind of divination. The conflicts and tensions 
between our frontstage and our backstage, the Lord knows, are 
complex and difficult of confession or testimony. And we have 
been led to those who operate in ways similar to diviners - 
the psychiatrists who while appearing to reveal superstructures 
actually are the catalyst leading the client to expose his own.
They speak with us and explore our backstage and facilitate the 
bringing forth of those alter-egos with which we struggle, so 
that we should learn to live with them and with each other in 
peace, having, as the Zionist Prophets call it, "ukuthula ebandleni".
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